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Dear guests,

Distinguished friends,
Dear comrades,

We lrve in complicated, tense and troubled times. As
you know, nowadays mankind has no other more important
task than thatbf safeguarding peace, and this means life 011
Earth.

This is the Number One problem. It is a vital problem
fot governments, for political parties and movements, for
the peoples. It concerns each and every man.

- As is well known, the present-day world is a mosaic
of countriesof different social and political systems,
at a different level of development, with different cub
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tural traditions, It is so motley a mosaic that it can
hardly be confined to any pattern.
- The problems facing mankind also form a motley
mosaic. All of them are important and pressing and
not a single one should be underrated,
Yet I believe you will agree with me -today the prob-

lem of peace and security stands above everything else.
One should simply be a realist in order to become aware of
this.

That is why the first question I would like to dwell on,
concerns the retllities  of the present-day world.

Undoubtedly, the main, determining thing today is the
existence of two socio-economic systems - the socialist and
the capitalist one,

- Their existence is a historical fact, a law-governed
phenomenon in mankind’s development I
- And the opposition between these two systems is
just as law-governed,’ because of the differences and
contradictions between them,
Experi  :nce has shown that these contradictions can-

not be solved from the position of strength, by milittiry
means. This is even less possible to achieve in our times.

Why?
- Because the striving to defeat, to liquidate the other
party by military force will only result in the liquida-
tion of the two’ systems, in annihilating civilization
and life on the planet.
- In our times, the two systems could either live to-
gether, or die together, which means survival or d e -
struction of the whole of mankind. History has willed
i t  s o .

This is the first basic reality.
The second reality is that the world startds in dialectic

unity.

The world we are living in is characterized by the exis-
/
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tence of* different social systems, by contradictions which
divide them, and in certain cases, oppose them to one
another. Such is one of the realit& of our times.

The other one is the growing mutual dependence be-
tween states, irrespective of their differences.

What is this mutual dependence determined by?
1. The main unifying factor is the joint responsibility
and concern fur the survival of life on Errrth,for  its
safeguarding,
2. The world economy is functioning, economic life
is being internationalized, international division of
labour is growing more intensive. To one degree or
another, these processes influence favourably the de-
velopment of the world economy and of the different
countries.
3. In this connection, rIre yuestiorz of the irtterrtatio/ral
economic security of all states, of, eliminatirig ever).-
thing which hampers the development of world
economic rekrtions,  becomes ever more urgent.
All this presupposes:
- democratization of economic rAations:
- doing away with discrimination and all artificial IX-
strictions in economic interrelations;
- expansion of trade and scientific and technological
cooperation;
- using up the means released by disarmament - for
development, for wiping out backwardness, hunger,
disease, poverty and the like.
4. The present+kly  world is characterized by an un-.
precedented growth of the importance of universal,
global problems:
- such are the problems of protecting the environ-
ment, the air space, of utilizing the resources of the
world ocean, etc. ;
- they cannot be solved through the efforts of one

/
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state or a group of states. What is necessary is cooper-
ation on a world scale.
The revolution in science and technology and its MC-

lear aspect constitutes, in my opinion, the third basic reality
of the contemporary world.

The scientific and technological revolution is often
likened toJanus the double-faced. And with good reason.

Because, on the one hand:
- Being a universal law-governed regularity, the sci-
entific and technological revolution has already
brought about colossal achievements for man and for
humankind. It is the core of present-day progress.
- We cannot imagine the future of the world without
it. That is why every country concerned about its ad-
vancement promotes and will continue to promote it.
In brief: the scierztific and tech,tologicai  revolutiorr

leads to a qualitative leap in mankind’s productive forces,
to a mammoth, unparalleled growth of man’s material and
intellectual  pote.tll?ial,  creates all-round conditions for the
further upsurge of civilization.

On the other hand:
- The scientific and technological revolution has also
led to a qualitative leap in the means of destruction,
in warfare.
- For the first time in history it has supplied r,lan with
the means of destroying life on Earth, himself in-
cluded; man has in fac:t become a hostage of the
means of warfare and destruction he himself
created.
- In these circumstances war becomes an absurdity.
Irrespective of this the arms race continues. Here are

some facts and figures.
- The First Special Session on Disarmament of the
UN General Assembly held in 1978 noted that ntilit-
ary expenditures 011 a world scale amounted to sI>mc
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400 billion dollars a year. Today, eight years later,
they have doubled. Again according to UN data,
these expenditures are likely to top the 1,000 billion-
dollar mark by the end of the 1980s.
- In 1980 the military spending in the US budget
amounted to 142.5 billion dollars. Today, the Penta-
gon demands that the US Congress approve military
spending to the tune of 313.5 billion dollars for the
198611987 fiscal year.
Nowadays there are stockpiles of weapons, especially

nuclear ones, in the world which could destroy several
times life on the planet.

Therefore, irr the nuclear-missile age :he security of 1zo
state can be guaranteed by military-technical hardware. Sec-
urity corrstitutes nn exclusively political problem,

That is why the new aspect is that now there is no sl-
ternative other than a political one. Only by politiczl
means, by a dialogue can a way out be found. I repeat, the
key problems of our times cannot be solved by military
force. Otherwise we are bound to destroy ourselves. Everv-
body must understand that we live in a crucial time whin
the fate of the planet is at stake.

I consider myself tc be a realist, distinguished guests,
and do not entertain any illusions, and I believe you do not
have any illusions either, that the opposition between the
two systems will be eliminated. This is not what we are talk-
ing about. The two systems -the capitalist and the socialist
one -will continue to compete. This competitionhowever.
is possible :

- only in the conditions of peace, without war and the
threat of war; 4
- only as a competition in science, in technological
progress, in the economy, in all wdlks of life.
What we mean is pencefir/ compctitiorl  which will:
- guarantee life on our planet;
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- see to the preservation of its wealth and, above all,
its most precious wealth - man.
We firmly uphgld the stand of competing in the condi-

tions of peace nnd security for creating worthwhile,
genuinely humurle material and cultural conditions of life for
all nations.

This is possible only when strictly observing the prin-
ciple of peaceful coexistence.

What is the meaning of this principle which is invari-
ably observed by the socialist countries?

It means:
- renunciation of war, of the use of force or threat of
force;
- settling controversial issues through negotiations,
through dialogue, through political means;
- conscientious fulfilment of obligations ensuing from
the universally adopted principles and norms of inter-
national law, from the international treaties signed;
- the nations’ right to determine their destinies them-
selves;
- strict respect for the sovereignty, territorial integ-
rity of states and the inviolability of their borders;
- non-interference in internal affairs and mutual re-
spect for legitimate interests.
As is known the principle of peaceful coexistence was

formulated by Vladimir Ilyich Lenin. However, this princi-
ple, its content are in direct relation to the concrete histor-
ical conditions. In Lenin’s time this principle had one con-
notation,, in the wake of the Second World War it hsd a
somewhat different connotation. At present in the qualita-
tively new conditions it acquires new traits and characteris-
tics.

I shouid like to lay a particular emphasis on this.
Why? Because a situation has evolved in the present-day
conditions which has no parallel in any of the preceding
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.w~P,s, t h;rt saw the application of the principle of peaceful
cwxistcncc.  As I hrwc already undcmmed this IS a situa-
tion in which mankind has to make a fateful choice.

Which are the new traits and characteristics of the
p-iwiplc  of peaceful coexistence’!

l+sr, excluding war from the life of mankind for good.
.%~*orltl, not simply good neighbourliness and cooper-

Aon but u :MW approttclt  in international relations, aimed
;tt Iultinp, the disastrous arms race, at the radical improve-
l:IchIIt  or the politicill  climate in the world. If good
neighbourliness had been good enough in the past today we
are talking about something qualitatively new- about pool-
ing the efforts of all states, irrespective of their social sys-
tem, in the name of peace and for the salvation of mankind.

Third, not only maintaining military-strategic parity
but gradual reduction of its level to the final liquidation of
nuclear and conventional weapons.

F~~rrll,  promoting international scientific and
technological cooperation exclusively in the interest of
peace, for solving humanitarian tasks, wide exchange of
cultural vi\lues etc.

I;‘$lz, not an information war but active cooperation
iI1 the field of information, in the name of peace, mutual
familiarization,  friendship, amity and confidence between
pec,p!c\s.

4 I I  lI1i.S rlucevsitcltCs  (I rtcw yoliticnl rltirlkitl~,  0 Ili‘H

pdilicd cIoIlscioLIsI1t~.ss,  a stew politicd tlgprotlcli.
We have amassed useful historical experience thanks

to &serving the principle of peaceful coexistence.
All of us are contemporaries of this development of

the international situation in the conditions of abiding by
this principle. 1 myself am one of those who for several de-
GK~CS  IIO~ have bc~:n the living history of that dwelc7p-
nwit; I Iwc taken p;rrt in the ovcrc~~ 4ng of m;mv con-
tradictions, I would even say, clash6 i on the inttxn&nol

/ . . .
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arena. We all know how much wisdom, restraint and polit-
ical tact were needed to prevent certain armed conflicts, to
develop interstate. relations in a positive aspect.

The path traversed to the Helsinki Final Act which
will remain in history as an example of political farsighted-
ness, of re-affirming the principle of peaceful coexistence,
wds full of hardships.

The Helsinki Final Act yieided positive results be-
cause it corresponded to the interests of the peoples, to
their will, to their aspirations  and it was not accidental that
notwithstanding the dangerous course international de-
velopment has taken in recent years, the ‘spirit of fielsinki’
could not be buried. The experience amassed during this
period indicated what should be done, what path should be
followed in the current tense international setup.

Such are, dear friends, the realities turning Lenin’s
idea of peaceful coexistence into the only reasonable and
acceptable alternative.

In the conditions of the iiiipending nuclear war it is
not confrontation but peaceful coexisterxe that should bc-
come a law, a universally acknowledged and universally ob-
served norm of interstate relations.

I would like to emphasize that this norm is the guiding
princii ; : in the approach of the Soviet Union and the other
socialist countries to the issue of saving the world from war.
This is a realistic and constructive approach.

The great energy, restraint and persistence of the Soviet
leadership, the reasonable compromises it is making in the
name of checking the dangerous course of international de-
velopments and attaining a turn for the better in Soriet-
American relations and in world affairs are well known to
the world communitty,

- It is this energy, persistence and readiness for reach-
ing understanding that made possible the Geneva
summit and the resumption of the East-West summit
diulo~uc. / . . .
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- The large-scale comprehensive initiatives and
proposals of the Soviet leadership put forth by
Mikhall Gorbachev for a step-by-step reduction and
abolition of nuclear and chemical weapons by the end
of the century, for cutting down arms and troops
levels in Europe, for establishing a re1iabl.e  system of
disarmament control, etc., are well known.
- The Soviet leadership has undertaken a bold and re-
sponsible step, declarin;:  a urrifaternl  moratorium on
nuclear tests which has been extended on several oc-
casions already.
- The latest manifestation of a genuine concern over
the future of mankind is the extension of the unilateral
moratorium on nuclear tests until August 6, i.e. until
the day when the iirst atomic bomb was dropped over
Hiroshima more than 40 years ago.
- Mkhail  Gorbachev has reiterated his proposal to
meet with President Reagan without delay with a view
of reaching agreement on a nuclear +est ban.
As you know, the 27th CPSU Congress proposed a

comprehensive  system of international secut-it)!:
- approaches and solutions have been elaborated
which would not only reduce international tensions
and the danger of war but would also relieve mankind
of the fear for its future.
And something more:
- The Soviq~f rwoposals  muke it possibie  to guuranfec
comprehensrw/y  nnd effectively human rights, starting
from the furtdunuw~al  right - the right to iiw.
- The CPSU peace programme contains a prop<;jal
for changing the image of the present-day world, for
establishing* an international order that would be
marked not by the domination of military force but
by cooperation and a broad exchange of scientific,
technological and cultural achievements. This would

/ ..*
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provide favourable opportunities for solving man-
kind’s global problems through the joint efforts of all
states.
In other words, this is zi programme for peacefrrl

coexistence in action.
I believe that we all are well aware of the fact that the

Soviet initiatives and proposals are not a s&n of wt~akwss,
even less so of fear. They are a manifestation of a high wtsc

of responsibility for the future of the whole of mankind.
- This is an honest and clear-cut stand, a stud with-
out any ‘reefs’, a stand prompted by universal consid-
erations.
- This is an example of humanism in action.
The Soviet proposals are laid on the table. The Soviet

Union is ready to take the risk, to do its utmost.
The nations of the world have the right to demand that

the other side should also face these proposals, sit at the
negotiating table and conduct a dialogue. There is no other
alternative,

- The view that the US could annihilate us in a sur-
prise attack from the earth, oceans and outer space
is absolutely illusory. What it can do, *however, is
liquidate civiliration!
- It is high time for the US to shed the illusions that
in a pre-emptive  strike it would suffer minimal losses.
This is so because such an action would inevitably pro-
voke a retaliatory strike. Probably such a retaliatory
strike would not be necessary at all. As scientists claim,
the first nuclear strike would be enough to destroy
civilization.
Militaristic reaction in the United States has recently

been opposing the so-called neoglobalism  to the realistic
and constructive approach of the USSR and the other
socialist countries, the Warsaw Treaty member states, the
Nor,-Aligned Movement, the sober-minded politicians
and statesmen in the capitalist countries. / . * .
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What is its content?
- It is rtbovc all the proclamation of the whole plnnet
and outer space a sphere of US interests, of US sec-
urity. There is not a single region on earth where US
milit;iry  bases have not been established.
- Preparations for ‘Star Wars’, for the implementa-
tion of the so+alled strategic defence initiative.
- Militarisation of politics and thinking, an aggressive
behaviour on the international scene, placing its in-
terests above the interests of the other participants in
international affairs, most flagrant interference in the
internal affairs of sovereign states.
- Rejection of good neighbourliness dnd cooperation
as principles of world development, as a philosophy
of international relations.
- Infringement upon interstate relations and cooper-
ation.
- Undermining of international institutions including
the UN and its agencies.
- Replacing peaceful competition with militarv con-,
frontation.
- Evasion of serious political dialogue.
In fact the policy of neoglobalism is also directed

against the very allies of the US, and not only against *he
people in those countries, but against the interests of the
capitalists in them.

This is a policy to the detriment of the whole of mnn-
kind.

One of the gods of ncoglobalism is to preser\‘c curd
perpctuute the system of neocolonial exploitation of the de-
veloping countries in the irrterest of the trcwsrwtiortnl
monopolies, to check the process of progressive political
and socio-economic changes in those countrii:s.

Without exhausting theequestion,  with respect to the
developing countries neoglobalism means:

/ . . .
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- intensifying the inequitable trade;
- increasing the ‘export’ :of inflation to those coun-
tries;
- drastically raising their foreign debts whLh makes
their repayment practically impossible.
Through the policy of neoglobalism which boils down

to political manoeuvring, threats, blackmail and military
intcrvention,imperialibm  is aspiring to hold the developing
countries in economic and political dependence. Im-
perialism is mr .~ly to blame for the economic backward-
ness, poverty and acute social problems existing in most of
those countries.

Consequently, neogfobalism  is:
- a policy opposed to peaceful coexistence;
- a policy of inequality, of diktat and subordination;
- a poficy conducive to an exticerbation  of interna-
tional tensions, to the creation of acute conflict situa-
tions and international crises, to the accumulation of

complicated and unresolved problems, to increasing
the threat of a nuclear catastrophe.
That is why such a course, such ta policy does not and

cannot have anything in common with the interests of man-
kind, with its survival and progress,

In the present troubled time we should make a serious
analysis and draw lessons from the use of space and nuclear
technology.

More specifically, what I have in mind are the acci-
dents with the Challenger space shuttle, in the nuclear
gower plant in the USA, in Chernobyl and others.

The disaster in Chernobyl has shown:
First, what a sinister power the atom is when it slips

out of human control.
Second, the consequences of similar cases do not con-

cern an individual country; the struggle for controlling the
atom and for eliminating the nuclear threat requires joint
efforts.
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Third, some imperialist circles including also ‘the
seven’ in Tokyo, used that misfortune for mean slanderous
goals, for escalating nuclear militarism.

From the Chernobyl case too the Soviet Union drew
respou$ble and realistic conclusions and made the respec-
tive proposals:

- Since the future of mankind is unthinkable without
nuclear power, an international order should be es-
tablished for its safe development and its use for the
welfare of man.
- The necessity is ripe of solving the problems of the
‘military atom’, Nuclear weapons of an incredible
destrrxtive capacity have been stockpiled. The ques-
tion of their abolition is a fateful one.
The nuclear catastrophe poses N tllreat to all. Its pre-

vention requires joint efforts by all governments, states, par-
liaments, peoples, political parties and mass peace and anti-
missile movements, by scientists and all people on the earth,
irrespective of class, national, ideological und religious dif-
ferences.

- All of us, all peaceloving people throughout the
world value highly the contribution of the Non-
Aligned Movement, its efforts for healing the interna-
tional political climate.
- We also hail the efforts of the parties and move-
ments which you represent at this international meet-
ing,
It is our common duty to wage an energetic and pur-

poseful struggle for a complete ban on nuclear tests, for
abolishing all kinds of nuclear weapons.

This is the supreme objectire in the name of which we
should unite, work and fight. This is the imperative of the
time we five in.

/ . . .



It is a fact that communication is an age-long necessity
for the human race. Specialists say that thanks to that com-
munication man has been able to evolve and develop as a
social being:

- to exist, people have communicated and continue
to communicate as settlements and classes, as races,
nations and states;
- to exist and make progress, people exchange val-
ues, technologies, discoveries and cultural achieve-
ments.
What is more:
- there is a general law of extending the boundaries
of communication from its local, regional forms to’the
contemporary communication within the boundaries’
of the whole of mankind;
- this law is acting today with a particularly great
force; all nations,, people throughout the world are
subordinate to it in the conditions of the techno-sci-
entific revolution.
It is no secret that the modern means of information

have acquired unprecedented power:
- today, there is no politician,political party or move-
ment which do not reckon with this power;
- today it is very dI.fficult  to enforce one idea or
another, one political. will or another, if the modern
information systems do not work in its favour.
Each one of you will confirm that inference.
Each one of you will also confirm that the mass media

in the world of today often contribute to the exacerbation
of tensions, that the fiass information media are often
turned into disinformation media, that sometimes they are
conducive to misunderstanding between countries 1 and
peoples rather than to communication.

/ . . .
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In what cases and why?
- When and bccause,in  certain cases, these mcdin are
backed up by reactionary political*forces  dcvcloping
what can be called information ‘terrorism’ against the
world of socialism, against the peoples fighting for
freedom, for consolidating their national indepen-
dence, against the forces of progress und peace.
- Nhen and because these media are subordinate to
the militaristic schemes of imperialism;to  the policy
spearheaded against dialogue and detente.
It is evident that a new approach is necessrrry  in that

sphere too, that information should go beyond the ntirrow
understanding of class and national interests, of ideological
;mci other differences.

WC the present generations are called5  up011 Ii? ~!w:~tc

to ;;1 new historical height the communication txtwtxn
people as the foremost factor for boosting man’s cnq,$s
;nd abilities.

Naturally, we shall argue from an ideologic~~i  tvuint of
view, the mass media art’ and will remain meam fur (1 strrcg-
,$c of’ itlens, 0fplitictrl views, of idclulogies. Hut her c 100.
I would like you to understtnd me well, there art
problems which unite us.

- Those are the so-called global problems - the thwtt
of an ecological catastrophe,  famine, illiteracy, c~c‘.
- Those are the problems related to the ch:rngc  ~it’sci-
entific and technological achievements, of cuhurtii
values, etc.
Joint efforts are needed for the solution of these rend

many other problems, and they will be even more fruitful
if backed up by the tremendous might of the present and
of the future information systems.

Information in the struggle for peace has particlrlar*l\!I
gretrt pm~ihilitim.

- The press, radio and television - those are and CM
/ . . .
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be invaluable weapons of mankind in its struggle for
peaceful coexistence.
- The press, radio and television - these are invalu-
able weapons for establishing a new political thinking,
a new economic order, a new order in interstate and
international relations.
In general, the broad and all-embracing peace front

needs a new information strategy and tuctics, a new order in
the sphere of information.

This strategy and tactics, this new informatjon  order
should be imbued to the utmost  extent with humanism,
with faith in the future of man anti mankind.

- The mass media should proclaim widely and freely
and defend all practical actions in the name of peace
and peaceful coexistence.
- They are called upon to stigmatize any manifesta-
tion of militarism, to create an atmosphere of moral
and political intolerance to the belligerent policy of
imperialism.
Our country is in favour of such information, of such

an information order.

Distinguished guests and fritmds,

The foreign-policy activities of the People’s Republic
of Bulgaria are imbued with the ideals of peace and interna-
tional security.

Our policy is aimed at affirming peaceful coexistence
between states with different social systems.

Bulgaria maintains diplomatic relations with 120
countries. It:

- develops broad and fruitful cooperation with the
socialist countries in all spheres of public life;
- expands and deepens its cooperation with the de-
veloping countries; / . . .
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- supports the struggle for doing away with the ve+
tiges of coloni;llism,  against neocolonirtlism, racism
and apartheid, against dictatorial and anti-popular
regimes;
- strives for a political dialogue, mutually advantage-
ous and equitable economic, techno-scientific and
cultural cooperation with the advanced capitalist
states;
- takes an active part in the work of the UN,
UNESCO and other international organizatioqs, con-
tributes to enhancing their role in the consolidation
of peace and security, in settling regional conflicts and
solving global problems.
Understandably, we devote considerable attention to

our relations with flze Bdkarr stntcs.
The situation in our region is relatively stable and

calm, We do not close our eyes to the attempts at changing
it, at undermining confidence and creating tension between
individual Balkan countries,

Here too a realistic approach and joint efforts are
needed.

What are we doing, more specifically’?
- we contribute actively to the development of bilat-
eral relations with the Balkan states;
- we work towards turning the Balkans into a zone
free of nuclear and chemical weapons;
- we reiterate our proposal to sign bilateral agrec-
ments with all Balkan countries, agreements that
should also include a code of goodneighbourly r&l-
tions;
- we have advanced the initiative for all Balkan states
to work out and sign a treaty for protection of the
ecology on our peninsula and to issue a call on this
matter to all countries and peoples of Europe;
- we uphold the further dcvelopmtx~t of multil;ltcr;~l
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CWj7CI-;lt iC?fl in specific  arc;b of common intcrcst
such as transport, power gcncration, scicncc, culture.

s p o r t s ,  etc,

All this is II concrete cxprcssion and a contribution bv
our country to prcscrving pcacc, strcngthcGlg  confidcncc
and security  and maintaining and promoting gnod-
neighbourly  rbtions  ami coopcrntion in the Balkans.

I took the liberty of sharing with you, as with friends,
SOIW considerations  on the most topicA problems of our
I\Ndcm  WWlJ. cm tIx tasks facing rn;ukind.

In concltision, I would like to express our confidence
that:

- all peace-loving people ever more clearly see the
watershed: on the one side stands the handful of the
military  and political top crust of the militaristic
f0f~Ci’S,  ;Irld O?l t!ItJ other - t!?C fllilliOIiS  01’ pc’3plC t\Jl:iI

arc awarc of the need to prevent ;.I nuclear catas-
trophe ;
- that alI and each one of us arc responsible for the
~.‘a;lse ot pcacc and must contribue to it;
-. WC must rally t’vt’r more strongly round the banncl
of pWce.
Allow ml: to wind up with thu call whic*h brought us

togt2t her at this international meeting:
- May pcacc anti security  triumph in the world!
Thank you for your attention.


